The Key to More Access
How improved data and a single search-box can
open the door to greater content
Friday 2 December 2011
10.15am

Registration
The Geological Society, Burlington House, Piccadilly, London

10.30am

Welcome and Introduction to Federated Search
Luis Carrasqueiro, Chief Executive, BUFVC
An introduction to the day and a look at the BUFVC federated search – an
innovative ‘all-in-one’ search engine that enables users to access nine
BUFVC databases containing over 13 million records, via a single entry
point. The federated search beta was launched by the BUFVC in June 2011,
as the result of an AHRC funded project.

10.45am

‘Joining up the Dots’
Project Manager, Shared Services
Building on the ‘Power of the VHS’ events, the BUFVC will reveal ambitious
plans to join up television and radio holdings data held by both broadcasters
& UK educational institutions with its own expanding integrated databases.
The project is funded by HEFCE and will be another step closer to providing
a ‘one-stop-shop’ for moving image and sound material.

11.15am

Process vs Outcome?
Dr Justin Smith, Principal Lecturer, University of Portsmouth and Linda Kaye,
Research Executive, BUFVC
Exploring new ways of integrating research and digitization in the AHRC
research project, Channel 4 and British Film Culture.

11.45am

Screening Europe – Europe on Screen
Eve-Marie Oesterlen, EUscreen Project Coordinator, BUFVC and Dr Sian
Barber, Royal Holloway, University of London
The goals and challenges of monitoring standardised online access to
Europe’s television heritage within the EUscreen project, plus launch of new
EUscreen portal.

12.00pm

Feedback Session & What’s Next for the BUFVC?
Luis Carrasqueiro, Chief Executive, BUFVC
A brief look over the last year, while looking towards future developments,
including Chronicle: BBC Northern Ireland’s television news from the 60s and 70s.
Delegates are welcome to provide feedback on the BUFVC during this
session.

12.30pm

BUFVC Annual General Meeting

12.45pm

Lunch
Served in the Lower Library

2.30pm

BUFVC Open Afternoon (2.30-5pm)
77 Wells Street, London W1T 3QJ

•

•
•

Meet, chat, discuss issues and provide feedback with BUFVC staff
regarding any aspect of BUFVC activity. All staff members will be available and
visitors are free to look around the facilities, including the Library.
See a live demonstration of BoB National – the BUFVC’s shared off-air
recording and media archive.
View a showcase of winning and nominated entries from the Learning on
Screen Awards 2011, as well as BUFVC publications and literature.
N.B. This programme is subject to minor revisions.

